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Abstract
The ABS database was designed to replace the many data files describing the
optics models of the accelerators, accumulator and transfer lines in the CERN
PS Complex. The values needed for linear and non-linear optics calculations
and the information needed to perform on-line beam correction (steering and
matching) are now stored in the Relational DataBase Management System,
Oracle. Positional data is derived from the data describing the layout of a ma-
chine such as a circular machine or transfer line, which is also stored in the
database. A machine layout is described as a tree structure. For example, the
TT2 transfer line is made up of four sections each composed of a sequence of
elements. The data are maintained using an Oracle form and can be browsed
using on-line Web pages. An ’operation’ describes the optics parameters for
the magnetic elements of a machine, that is, for a transfer line or circular ma-
chine, or for a combination of machines and the lists of correctors and monitors
for each type of correction. The optics parameters are the length of the particle
trajectory through a magnet with the edge angles at entry and exit, the bend-
ing angle, the tilt, and focusing strength. Several different operations can be
defined for a machine. For a given operation and correction type, the optics,
correctors and monitors are extracted from the database and a correction ma-
trix is computed using the Mathematica program. The correction matrix with
the appropriate correctors and monitors are used by a correction program to
perform on-line steering or matching on the beam by computing adjustments
to bending angles or focusing strengths. These magnetic corrections are then
calibrated into currents using the calibration measurements again stored in the
database. To avoid data redundancy each magnetic element may have default
properties such as a bending angle. During the extraction of optics properties
for an operation, default values will be overwritten by operation-dependent
values, whenever these are defined. During the design of the ABS database,
the terminology proved to be a major challenge and there is still room for im-
provement. Although currently data extraction is only provided for BeamOp-
tics, the database is designed to be optics program independent. Other planned
enhancements include storing the correction matrices in the database, allowing
the description of more complex magnets and providing version management.
A further extension is to add specification data, which is in danger of being
lost.
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